We are interested in the possible contribution of end-user thesauri to the improvement of information retrieval by end-users. Thesauri (from the Greek for treasure or treasury) in information retrieval attempt to record and display relations among concepts and terms --to be treasuries of concepts and the terms that represent them. End-user thesauri are designed to guide and facilitate end-user searching of textual databases (both full-text databases and reference databases that contain only surrogates of full-texts, such as abstracts). End-user thesauri link: the vocabulary of the searcher and the vocabulary of the database, functioning as part of the userdatabase interface. End-user thesauri are not designed to guide indexing, although they can be used to suggest terms, much like writers have used Roget's thesaurus for centuries.
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We have been working on software to facilitate the creation and use of end-user thesauri. We believe the best sources of terms are user queries; the second best sources are texts containing potential answers to queries; the third best source is expert human indexing; and the fourth best source are existing linguistic reference tools, such as other thesauri, dictionaries, glossaries, handbooks, etc. Our software is designed to facilitate the large-scale gathering, structuring, and displaying of vocabularies gathered from these sources. Its three main components are a textual database management program; a thesaurus construction program; and an end-user search interface program, all running on MS-DOS microcomputers.
So far, we have created two small prototype thesauri, one based on minutes of meetings of the Board of Governors at Rutgers University and one based on abstracts of articles on various aspects of knowledge representation for information retrieval.
Once terms are gathered from searchers, texts, indexers, and reference sources, thesaurus editors face the same kinds of challenges as those creating more traditional indexing-oriented thesauri; however, the optimum solutions may not be the same. These challenges include: sorting and categorizing terms to create useful hierarchies and displays for end-user searching; use of bound terms vs. elemental descriptors; optimum term relationships; inclusion of variant forms and equivalent terms; homographs; designing helpful displays; and testing and validation.
1. TRACKING AND MANAGING vs. CONTROLLING VOCABULARY Traditionally, thesauri have been used in information retrieval to guide the indexer rather than the searcher. Indeed, many database producers with indexer thesauri do not even publish or make them available for use in searching. Indexer thesauri tend to be smaller than end-user thesauri, since they Anderson, J., & Rowley, F. (1991) . Building End-User Thesauri from Full-Text. 2nd ASIS SIG/CR Classification Research Workshop, 1-10.
